Project Management for
control rooms
Your single point of contact accountable for your project’s success

Visualization projects are always complex. They are subject to strict
deadlines, sometimes need to be conducted during running
operations, and often rely on different stakeholders that need to work
together. Planning is therefore crucial.
Barco can provide a dedicated project manager to give you one
single point of contact accountable for the project’s lifecycle success.
He or she ensures that the proper solutions are implemented to
address your business objectives, and coordinates all efforts to meet
your needs and schedules, to ensure low-risk deployments.
We solve:

b Costly deployment delays
b Unclear scope of work for the different suppliers involved in the project
b Unclear roles and responsibilities during project execution
b Unexpected risks during the project’s lifecycle

Our deliverables
Depending on your needs, our project managers can deliver:
• Requirements review/validation
• Project Management Plan
• Statement of work (Scope)
• Project Schedule
• Communication plan with clear roles and responsibilities
• Risks analysis
• Pre-installation assessment/ Pre-installation requirements input
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• Site installation coordination
• Follow up and status reporting

Project deployment team:

b 30+ seasoned Project Managers, delivering 700+ projects per year
b Global presence to serve the customer in his own language, and according
to local regulations
b Guaranteed project quality through proven methodology based on PMI
standards

Customer references:
"We are highly satisfied with Barco’s service and implementation,” Mardikar
concluded. “It was a huge cross-functional effort which cut across technology,
infrastructure and real estate experts. There were multiple milestones along the way
such as testing, in order to create a multi-user, realistic experience. Thanks to Barco,
Airtel’s experience center is a world-first: a one-of-a-kind telecom service provider
control room!”
Shyam Mardikar, Chief Strategy, and Architecture & Engineering at Bharti Airtel, India

“The reasons to opt for Barco include the technical qualities of the video wall as well
as the local support offered by the Barco Brazil team.”
Ricardo Casagrande, System Manager, Arteris, Brasil

“Barco was the only one who could provide us a full integration, delivering both their
soft- and hardware. The in-depth preparation by our expert teams and Barco went
very smoothly. It allowed us to decrease the implementation time, with minimal
disruption to the existing installation.’”
Gorik Everaet, Incident Manager at Belgacom, Belgium
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